
 

 
 

      
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Marlow Rugby Football Club Ltd 
 
Held at the Clubhouse on Thursday 10th May 2018 at 7.30pm  
 
Present: 
   
Gwyn Stone (President), Jez Povey (Chairman), Alan Bannatyne (Finance Director), 
Sian Clarke (Honorary Club Secretary), Tim Platt, Robert Clayton, Rob Olney, 
Gordon Ferguson, Simon Hammond, Leighton Jones, Andrew Webb, Linda Gillespie, 
Simon Boreham, Martha Desmond, Kerryn Newman , James Cook, Mark Robertson 
and 6 others - 23 members in total. 
 

 
 
1. Apologies for absence –  Andrew Sanderson, Paul Kuiken, Ian Petty, 

Graeme Kempson, Hywel Luke, Al Lewis, Pete Lewis, Paul Sharp, Erica Ferguson,  
and Uzma Ullah-Kiani. 
 

2. Minutes of the last meeting 
 
Minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record of the meeting on Thursday 
11th May 2017 – they were proposed (Rob Olney) and seconded (by Tim Platt) 
according to the regulations of the Constitution. 
 
 
Presidents Introduction – Mr Gwyn Stone welcomed the Members present to 
the Annual General meeting and explained the purpose and format of the 
meeting. Gwyn also explained that the challenge faced by all Clubs is the strength 
and depth at Board level. 
 
Gwyn thanked the Officers, Captains and other Officials for all their contribution to 
the Club – those standing down, remaining in Office and the new post holders.  
 
Gwyn then asked for the agreement of the members present to bring forward the 
election of the Chairman. All in agreement and meeting handed over to the Club’s 
Chairman - Jeremy Povey. 
 
3. Chairman’s Report  

Rugby – Season Review 



 

 
 

MINI SECTION– Director of Mini Rugby Leighton Jones. I thank him for the work he 
has done this season both in the Minis Section, but also leading the development of a 
more end to end approach to Rugby with Youth and Senior Director of Rugby. 

 

• Playing careers start in the Minis. Club is lucky to have a committed band 

of coaches and volunteers developing children to grow into young adults 

that love the game, are effective team players and have the requisite skills 

to play at a higher level. Whether you are a coach, manager, administrator, 

first aider, parent or supporter, thank you for everything you do at Marlow 

and please enjoy your summer break. 

• Developments include: 

• Implementation of Age Grade Rugby across the vast majority of the RFU 

Clubs. The evolution of the RFU’s “Kids First” programme and its use of 

mixed ability has been of varied success across the RFU. We have seen 

an inconsistent adherence to mixed ability with other Clubs that we 

encounter but I believe that Marlow does lead the way in the local area. 

• Coach Development – all coaches now appointed - must complete a set of 

mandatory courses as well as further coaching courses to be included on 

the Coaches Register. We have supplemented this by hosting 6 rugby 

courses and a referees course and we now have 14 Level 1 referees in the 

Minis section. By enabling and upskilling the coaches, and now referees, 

we ensure that we have a competitive club but more so ensure that the 

children continue to have fun. This is why I encourage coaches and players 

in our minis section to continue focusing on fun and their own skills as it will 

make us a much more competitive club. We will reap this benefit when we 

see our children turning out for their first 1st XV game for Marlow in the 

seasons to come 

• Mini Tournament –  

• Late March -  2,056 players attend our 45th Marlow Mini Rugby Festival. 

The feedback that we have had from all of the Clubs that attended has 

been 100% positive and so it builds on the work of those previous 44 

seasons. The ongoing success of this event is due to our volunteers from 

the successive seasons U11’s Age Group and the hard work that they put 

in to make it a success. For this the whole Club and its’ members are 

thankful to them. Personal thanks from myself on behalf of the Committee 

for all of the Volunteers who organised the event and made it a huge 

success. 

• It should be noted that the funds raised from our Festival allow us to 

ensure the development of rugby at Marlow not just in Minis but now 

through to Academy, Ladies, Touch and Senior Rugby.  

YOUTH SECTION – Gordon Ferguson – I thank him for his work this season. 

Overall 

• U16s – 29, U15s – 29 players, U14 – 25, u13- 40 players.  



 

 
 

• U14s main feed from schools is GMS and Borlase, other locals schools offer 

little rugby   

• Coaches – strong cadre across a number of Age groups 

Highlights 

• U16s - 16/17 - 13 players and one new coach in danger of folding altogether. 

17/18 season we had 26 players on the books, 3 Coaches and a regular 

match day squad of 20.  The coaches Jack Rider, Miles Noble and Doug 

Sarney. Managed 50% games won in OBB  

• U15 s Ollie Dawkins who has not only has represented Wasps Academy U-16 

team this season but was also voted to have scored the Wasps Academy Try 

of the Season and voted Wasps U-15 player of the year.  

• U14s Bucks Cup semi-final 

• U13s – injuries step up, “Battle of Beaconsfield”, where both ‘A’ and ‘B’ Teams 

came back from behind to seal well fought draws 

Representative Rugby  

• The U-15 representation in County and Wasps Academy squads remains 

strong with up to 12 players involved regularly. 

 
ACADEMY  

 

• Coaches - Peter Sones left the role of Academy Head Coach which he’d occupied 

as the first (permanent, independent in that role). Thank you to Peter. Dan 

Gillespie, took over the role of Head Coach. A player for many years at Marlow, 

assistant coach at Marlow 1XV and then Head Coach at Drifters, contemporary 

experience of senior rugby Extensive experience of developing and delivering 

programmes (likes of London Irish). Players have responded well. Addition of Al 

Lewis to the Coaching Team with U17s  

• Players - The strong U18 cadre was supplemented by an injection of U17 players 

bringing much needed competition for places and adding to the overall squad 

strength although, once again, numbers were insufficient to run two sides.  

• Results: 

• Coaches report the boys enjoyable season and acquitted themselves 

admirably  

• A credible run in the National Colts Cup cut short earlier than anticipated 

defeat to very strong Maidenhead side. Also pipped to 2nd place OBB Colts 

Division 1, losing to nemesis Maidenhead by 2 points 

• Jamie Maddern made an outstanding personal contribution with 14 caps for 

the 1XV 

• Thanks to Stuart Forsyth and Al Lewis for steadying ship and providing continuity 

and helping Dan settle. Also Tim Clarke, Peter Fountain. Special thanks to Sian 

Clarke. 



 

 
 

• Final note on retention strategy – one of biggest challenges club faces is the 

retention of players from 16 through through to 23. A demographic like Marlow is 

the loss of the majority of each age group – Further Education and then trying to 

get them to come back and play. We launched the “Keep in Touch Programme” in 

April. This includes membership of a programme of games and socials for 

[players at Uni to try and keep them engaged with the Club 

 
SENIOR SECTION 

1st XV / 2XV 

• Level 6 experience (P26, W5, D1, L20) both rewarding and demanding.  Semi-

professional league, were realised.  Consistency with forwards, hit early by injury 

in backs.  

• Resilience was applauded by opposition, 14 matches before claiming our first win 

although the 7 bonus points secured in the process points to our competitiveness.  

At Christmas we were firmly bottom of the league table but an upturn saw us win 

5 home games in the second half of the season to establish some hope of 

survival until the penultimate match.  Unfortunately, it proved too great a 

challenge to catch Swindon and Wimborne and we were unable to escape that 

12th place (of 14) relegation spot  

• Consistency of selection and lack of depth in squad >100 men were willing to pull 

on a competitive shirt for the Club yet we suffered due to the fact that only one 

quarter of those were anything like ‘regulars’.    

• 2nd XV finished 7th of 10 in BBO2 (P18, W6, D1, L11) with once again a penalty 

for failing to fulfil one fixture.  This masks the fact that in 12 of those games we 

were unable to field a full squad – in some senses encouraging results but the 

reality is a critical shortage of players means the sustainability of our 2XV (and 

therefore the foundation for our 1XV) remains perilous.  The commitment of Andy 

Payne as 2XV lead coach has been tremendous; but for his efforts our situation 

would have been much worse.  However, be in no doubt a significant player 

recruitment challenge remains and, without improvement, the experience we can 

offer will fall short of the expectations of new or returning players. 

• We are grateful to Andy Payne for the work he has done with 2XV and to Graeme 

Kempson for his commitment and resilience in the role of squad manager 

• Next season we return to play in the Southern Counties (North) league where, by 

comparison, we anticipate a significant proportion of local ‘derby’ matches 

• Representative Rugby 

 
Last Season Senior Men’s – Bucks -– Nick Carvey, Chris Clarke, Dom Crayden, 
Howard Mears and Ben Smith (all home grown Marlow players) 
This season Nick Carvey 
 
October -  County U23s (RAF) – Toby Roberts Moore, Josh Richardson, Alex 
Spicer, Bruno Renucci, Max Roberts, Jacob Buckle and Conor McKillop 
 



 

 
 

2016/17 – U20s U20s – Bruno, Joe Beams, Connor and Will Blackmore 
 

 

• Outlook next season 

• Player commitment is a key factor – our planning is focused on what the club can 

do to convert occasional players to competitive.  This season 60 individuals (up 

from 45) represented the 1st XV.  Outside of this a further 55 players contributed 

to fielding a 2nd XV (105 players to maintain 2 (not full) sides!)   Clearly this leads 

to inconsistency of selection week-on-week which impacts on performance.   

• Loss of key players - Also we typically expect 15 players to move away or retire 

before start of next season and they have to be replaced just to ‘stand still’ 

• Our strongest cadre of Academy-to-Senior players are expected to graduate and 

hopefully many will return to the area and be attracted to return to playing for their 

home club.  We need to secure this group and build whilst continuing to actively 

engage  

 
3rd XV  
Continues to appeal to a wide audience of players; participating in the BBO4 (South) 
league and finishing a credible 4th of 9 (P16, W9, L7).  In truth, on-the-pitch 
performances were worthy of higher but we were penalised for failing to fulfil two 
fixtures due to player availability and came perilously close to being expelled from the 
league – a fate which befell Tadley III mid-way through the season.  We were unable 
to fulfil any Vets fixtures this season. 
 
LADIES SECTION 

• The 2017/18 season begun with promotion being confirmed midway through our 

preseason.  

• Whilst adequate preparation was put into play in terms of recruitment, injuries 

hampered our efforts and was something that as a team, we didn't ever fully 

recover from. 

• The injuries we had felt were long term and meant that a shortfall occurred for 

every game. This was hampered further before Christmas with an inconsistent 

training schedule due to the bad weather. 

• What had looked like a promising mid table finish in November, in reality was a 

bottom table finish for the senior team. 

• Relegation will very much depend on what happens higher up the leagues and 

the redrawing of the RFU league areas. The section is to find out in June as to 

where the team are placed in regards to next year. 

• Looking forward- a serious recruitment drive will need to occur over the summer 

to get women into playing rugby. The team had had a number of retirements, 

players going to university or moving for employment to contend with and to 

resolve for the 2018/19 season. 

 



 

 
 

TOUCH RUGBY 

• Membership/Attendance strong - throughout the winter season has been 

24 rising to 35 for April. A significant improvement on previous 

• Boxing Day Touch - any thanks to Leighton for referring and marshalling 

the children’s match. 

• Competitions/Other Clubs 

o Maidenhead, Banbury “M40 Cup” 

o Looking to arrange Wallingford and Milton Keynes Rugby Clubs to 

see if a more formal local set of cup matches can be played 

o Summer League – end of May. 23 players who have signed up for 

the early bird fee of £15 and further commitment from 15 others.  

• Coaching and Training 

• Craig Harrison and Rob Clayton are now “Community Level” certified 

Touch Coaches the equivalent of an RFU Level 1 and are looking to 

undertake the next level course next season. 

• The Level 1 Referee course I was booked on was cancelled at the last 

minute and I will be looking to rebook at a convenient later date. 

• England Rugby / O2 Touch We are in regular contact with the above 

bodies and take part in many of their coach training sessions/events. 

• In closing I would particularly like to thank Craig Harrison, Kerryn Newman, 

Russ Pearce and Martin Cook for all their help and assistance over the 

past year. 

 
COMMERCIAL 

a. Sponsorship – we attracted new sponsors in the form of Robert Walters, 

Gordons Solicitors and a number of player sponsors. Softcat continued 

their sponsorship into this year whilst Zenith and Whistl are mid-way 

through their multi year deals   

b. Membership and GMS– Tim Platt and Martha Desmond have done an 

excellent job on membership this season. First year of the online 

membership system. Significant amount of cleaning up of the GMS was 

required 

FACILITIES 

Huge thank you to Roland for his work on the grounds over last summer. Used 

a new contractor and the results have been amazing 

A huge thank you to Rob Olney for leading last years NatWest Rugby Force 

initiative in June 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Development Plans 

 
Management Committee changes – thanks to Pete Lewis, Gordon Ferguson 

who both step down. 

Thanks all Committee members for their work this year. Give of their time 

freely for the betterment of the Club. Environment of increasing change, 

competition and regulation  

Restructure how we manage club. Main Committee role will focus more on 

strategic management and development  

Operational Management by management committee’s subcommittees  

Model allow us to move operational decision making away from main committee 

(bottlenecks) and to strengthen management teams critically in both key areas, 

Rugby and Commercial. Commercial previously a Commercial Director and 

Marketing Director. Commercial Director Nigel Brown. Expanded team of 5 or 6 to 

focus on specific areas such as raising profile of the Club locally, Sponsorship, 

Marketing Club as a Venue. We will also be looking to do the same with Rugby 

Management (Senior Club) to increase both our capacity to change and improve, but 

also fill gaps in capability.   

Planning process – Rugby and Commercial, then facilities and administrative 

functions needed to support them 

Rugby 

Juniors - Continue good work of further integrating sections and promulgating 

best practice across age groups, underpinned by the Coach Development 

programme  

Seniors:  

Focus on sustainable development – growing senior player base and 
individual player skills development. Clear need to change culture and 
create a squad ethos, make sure the right leadership in place to 
achieve that.  
Continue to build on retention plans  
The focus next season therefore has to be on player development, 
both in terms of growing the organic player base and developing the 
skills and contribution of. 
Remains the aspiration to return to Level 6, only when we have the 
foundations in place and can sustain ourselves at that level. 
Ladies – clear need for focused recruitment drive over the summer 
and they also need help with coaching team 

Commercial 

Question asked at last AGM about our plans and whether we had more 

transformational ambitions. Our response revolved largely around our ability to 

raise funds for such projects. We have taken a perhaps different approach to 



 

 
 

other sports clubs who invested in designing and planning permission for 

major projects. We have taken a more conservative approach and asked how 

will we finance, without burdening future generations. We also said we have 

not previously been in a financial position where we can consider such 

initiatives. We are hoping that the time may be now 

Our current financial position is that we are virtually debt free and cash 

positive from our operations.  

Car Park - A key initiative underway that could provide a substantial new 

income stream that could be securitised to raise funds for capital projects is 

the rental of our car park mid week. The planning application went in this 

week. The plans are to allow us to rent up to 150 spaces to companies on 

Globe Park Mon-Fri. No disruption to our operations. Commercially sensitive 

terms – negotiation. Long term contracts, at commercial rates for parking. 

Allow us to upgrade car park, also income to fund transformative capital 

projects, especially when combined with matched grant funding. Should we be 

successful in a) getting planning and b) renting the spaces all sections of club 

would be involved in deciding how best that money is invested to develop 

rugby at the Club and secure its future. 

Facilities 

 Invested approx. £15kon renovations and maintenance of Pitches last year 

and plan to do the same this year. 

 
4. Honorary Secretary’s Report  
Sian Clarke – Secretary - welcomed and thanked everyone for attending this 

evening’s AGM.  
 She reported that throughout the year the Management Committee have met 
every month and all sections of the club have been represented. There have also 
been numerous other sub-committee meetings taking place too. 
Membership 
The number of members at Marlow Rugby club is slightly down on last Season and 
this too is across all Sections. The administration of the club’s membership this year 
has been administered by Martha Desmond and aided by Tim Platt and the 
Secretary. We have seen a move to online membership which has greatly reduced 
the admin burden. We will hopefully see this process further improved for next 
Season. The introduction last Season of a direct debit scheme for Seniors and email 
prompt system will also be used more robustly next Season We will also use a fixed 
additional fee for manual memberships to encourage the online facility. Can I request 
that all members pay their fees before the end of September deadline? Chasing fees 
is a time consuming task for all involved and does not help the Club with its financial 
operations. 
 
Disciplinary Activities and Safeguarding 
 The discipline over the past season has been very good! There have been a couple 
of in-house actions and 1 County action across the Senior Section and minor 
incidences in Youth/Mini section. 
Safeguarding: Safeguarding compliance has much improved over the last few 



 

 
 

seasons with Erica Ferguson in charge. As our Clubs Safeguarding Officer Erica has 
completed all mandatory training. She has also succeeded in having the majority of 
our coaches within age groups who have attended Play it Safe training. Thanks to 
Erica all coaches who coach our young players together with their First Aiders have 
either had new DBS checks completed or their renewals updated. 
 
Communications – General and Internet 
The club’s website is updated on a regular basis by several webmasters within the 
club, to present information ranging from team match reports and photos, to club 
documents and membership forms. We encourage all our Members to check the 
website regularly for up to date information. We are currently reviewing our website 
provider and will of course update if there is a change. We have continued with our 
monthly e-news and we are active on Social media with Facebook and Twitter. 
 
Club Accreditation – Marlow RUFC is committed to this RFU scheme which is and 
has been for the last 3 years. We achieved re-accreditation in 2017 and are currently 
going through the procedure again. To retain club accreditation, we are expected to 
undertake an annual self review with a more formal review with our RDO Tim Holmes 
every 2 years. The scheme allows all club sections to become stronger, more 
effective, more efficient and more enjoyable places in which to play rugby. It is based 
upon the six Key Drivers identified as crucial to a strong club –  

1. Retaining and developing Players 

2. Recruiting new players 

3. Recruiting and retaining High Quality coaches, volunteers and Referees 

4. Effective and efficient Facilities 

5. Effective and efficient Management and Governance 

6. Integration with the local community. 

Club accreditation brings many advantages including the Sport England Club 
mark for minis and youth sections and it also gives our Club more credibility 
with local authorities and educational establishments and confers the status of 
the RFU brand to attract potential sponsors.  

 
International Ticket Allocations 
The Club s indebted to Rob Thompson for managing the Club’s ticket allocation. 
The RFU has moved the application process online over the last couple of seasons 
and they continue to refine the system, so the application process and timings seem 
to change slightly with every application. 
  
In 2017 there were 3 games in the Autumn Internationals at Twickenham against 
Argentina, Australia and Samoa and only 2 home 2018 6 Nations Internationals 
against Wales and Ireland; with only 2 home 6 Nations matches, tickets were in very 
short supply. Conversely, as with previous group B & C games, there was no limit on 
the number of tickets we could apply for and all applications were successful for the 
Argentina and Samoa games. Tickets for the 2018 Autumn England v Japan match 
and the 2019 6 Nations England v Italy match will be sold the same way, so watch 
out for application forms for these as they present an excellent opportunity to see 
England at Twickenham at a much lower price than the more “popular” internationals. 
  



 

 
 

There are 3 group A Autumn Internationals in 2018 against South Africa, New 
Zealand and Australia and our allocation for these matches is limited to 48 per match, 
so these will be in short supply, especially the New Zealand tickets, but the club will 
endeavour to distribute its allocation in a fair way, with everyone who applies being 
given due consideration. 
 
200 Club 
Our thanks to Andrew Webb for managing this Club – numbers have grown this year 
and I know Andrew has ambitious plans for next Season. If you are not a member of 
this Club and would like to be then please let the Secretary or   Andrew know and we 
can sign you up. 
  
Summary 
In general, Secretary thanked Gwyn, Jez and All the Committee Officers and non-
committee Officials who give up their time selflessly throughout the year for the 
benefit of the Club and ultimately its Members. To Linda – we all know how she just 
makes things ‘work’ at the Club and is such a friendly face to all our visitors – internal 
and external, not to mention her knowledge of how the Club works! To Roland for his 
hard work not just with the pitches but the pride he takes with the care of the Club in 
general. To Lyn in the Office and to Mark and the rest of the catering and Bar staff.  
Secretary would also like to recognise all the Academy/Youth/Mini Volunteer coaches 
who guide our young players through their early Rugby career and give them a 
passion for our Sport and also to the volunteers who support them. Tomorrows 
Marlow RUFC Senior players will hopefully come from these Sections through 
choice, these players are our Club. Also, to everyone who supports our players from 
all Sections together we can maintain and help grow the Club for the future and leave 
a lasting legacy to the next generation. 
The last few years we have been very fortunate to have volunteers from our 
membership to take on valuable tasks within the Club, the Secretary encouraged 
anyone who is keen to help with the running of Our Club to come forward, as any 
level of contribution is always very welcome. We are a small committee of volunteers 
trying to do the best we can. Its not the ideas we lack on but the manpower to 
facilitate these ideas! The more people who get involved no matter how small will 
really make the difference. It doesn’t mean attending committee meetings either, if 
you feel you can help make Marlow Rugby Club be a better place or have an idea 
which can generate extra income for the Club or even want to take on a fundraising 
event to raise money for a specific area please let us know, we will support you. 
 

 
 
5. Finance Director’s Report  

Financial accounts of 2017 were distributed and explained to the members by 
Alan Bannatyne.  
The 2017 Accounts were proposed (James McKillop) and seconded (Robert 
Clayton) according to the regulations of the Constitution. 
The accounts were approved by the AGM. 
Alan Bannatyne thanked Chris Whiteley for the work he does in Finance for 
the benefit of the Club. 



 

 
 

Rob Olney asked whether Minis Funds were included in the Accounts. LJ 
advised that operationally it was more efficient to have Minis Funds kept 
separately. Rob Olney suggested we utilise the Minis fund to plug gaps in 
Main Club account which we already do. Andrew Webb also suggested that 
we have one account for both.  
AB reiterated that our Financial position improves year on on year and we are 
now close to paying off our £40k loan 

 
6. 1st XV Captain’s Report – Incorporated into Chairman’s Report. 

 
7. Election of Officers – 2018-2019. 

 
The following list was displayed, representing the list of nominations: 

Chairman - Jeremy Povey 
Hon. Secretary - Sian Clarke 
Finance Director - Alan Bannatyne 
Marketing Director - Tim Platt 
Commercial Director  Nigel Brown 
Director of Rugby - James McKillop 
Director of Touch Rugby - Robert Clayton 
Director of Youth Rugby - Rod Duguid 
Director of Mini Rugby - Leighton Jones 
Club Captain - Paul Sharp 
1st XV Captain - Vacant 
Director of Ladies Rugby - Uzma Ullah-Kiani 
Welfare and Safeguarding Officer Erica Ferguson 

  
The above list of nominations was proposed to the membership, as the 

officers for the 2018-2019 season. 
The election of officers was carried by the AGM – Proposed by Rob Olney and 
seconded by Simon Hammond according to the regulations of the Constitution. 
 
 
8. Election of further posts – 2018-2019 

 
The following positions were proposed to the AGM: 

  
  Fixtures Secretary - Leighton Jones 
  Membership Secretary - Martha Desmond 
  200 Club Manager - Andrew Webb 
  International Ticket Secretary - Rob Thompson 
 
   These further posts were carried by the AGM:  Proposed by Rob Olney and 
seconded by Simon Hammond according to the regulations of the Constitution 



 

 
 

 
9. Proposal from the Management Committee to set the 2018-2019 

Membership fees 
 

Please refer to addendum item 9 
 

Membership Category 2017-2018 Fees 2018-2019 
Fees 

Senior Playing Member(Male) £15pm DD £15pm DD 

Senior Playing 
Member(Female)* 

£15 pm DD £10pm DD 

Social Member £50 £50 

Social Member Plus £80 £80 

O2 Touch Player £80 £80 

Social Playing Member* £10pm DD £10pm DD 

Family Membership (Adult+1 
Child) 

£160 £160 

Family Membership 
(Adult+2>Children) 

£210 £210 

Family Membership(One Child 
U6/7) 

£105 £105 

As above + 1 playing parent +£50 +£50 

Over 18 and under 23 (Student) £35 FREE 

 
* Maximum of 10 games then £10 per game thereafter. 

 
The membership fees were proposed (Rob Olney) and seconded (James Cook) 
according to the regulations of the Constitution. 
 
The membership fees for 2018-2019 were carried by the AGM. 
 

 
10. Any other business – 

10.1. Andrew Webb suggested that our Club is ‘borderline and not inspiring’. 
Needing more visibility and suggested we work more in engaging people 
in projects. He also asked for a more longer term strategy from the Club. 
He asked us to consider that at the next AGM we share a longer term 
plan. Chairman thanked Andrew for his suggestions and advised that this 
will be taken into consideration at our forthcoming Committee meetings. 

10.2. James Cook asked whether there were any plans for the anniversary of 
Minis. Leighton Jones advised no. 

10.3. Question around GDPR – Tim Platt advised that we are and will be 
compliant with the new regulations. 

 
 
Jeremy Povey thanked everyone for attending. 
 

Meeting closed 9.20pm 



 

 
 

 

 
 


